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Some of the most complex auditory neurons known are
contained in the songbird forebrain nucleus HVc. These
neurons are highly sensitive to auditory temporal context:
they respond strongly to the bird’s own song, but respond
weakly or not at all when the sequence of the song syllables
is altered. It is not known whether this property arises de
novo in HVc or whether it is relayed from the properties of
neurons in afferent nuclei. To address this issue, we recorded
from neurons in both HVc and its afferent nuclei, collectively
called field L. Experimental tests were designed to determine
the degree of auditory context sensitivity in field L and HVc.
Tests were also performed to compare the responses to
individual syllables and syllable combinations to see whether
these responses could account for the response seen to the
entire song.

Our results show a substantial increase in the auditory tem-
poral context sensitivity between field L and HVc. Most field L
neurons respond equally well both to normal song and to
temporally manipulated versions of the same song. A few field
L neurons show sensitivity to local temporal structure, such as
the sequence of syllable pairs. In contrast, HVc neurons are
highly dependent on the song’s local and global temporal
structure. This shows that HVc neurons can integrate auditory
context over periods much longer than neurons in field L and
suggests that additional mechanisms are required to explain
the marked sensitivity of HVc neurons to the temporal structure
of the bird’s own song.
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Neurons selective for complex stimuli occur in high-order brain
areas in most sensory systems, such as face-selective neurons in
the macaque monkey (Gross et al., 1972; Perrett et al., 1992),
neurons sensitive to combinations of pheromone components
in the Manduca moth (Christensen et al., 1989), phase-
amplitude combination-sensitive neurons in the electric fish
Eigenmannia (Heiligenberg, 1991), auditory space-specific
neurons in the barn owl (Knudsen and Konishi, 1978),
harmonic-combination-sensitive neurons in the moustached
bat (Suga, 1994), and song-specific neurons in songbirds (Mar-
goliash, 1983). How the stimulus selectivities of these neurons
are derived from integration of information from lower-order
simpler neurons is known only in a few cases, but these suc-
cessful examples show that both bottom-up and top-down ap-
proaches can lead to the elucidation of the underlying neural
circuitry.
Song-specific neurons respond exclusively or preferentially to

the individual bird’s own (autogenous) song (Margoliash, 1983,
1986) and are sensitive to the song’s spectral and temporal struc-
ture: some require combinations of harmonics, similar to the
frequencies contained in autogenous song; others are sensitive to
the temporal order of sequences of these acoustic features and
can integrate auditory temporal context over several hundred
milliseconds (Margoliash, 1983; Margoliash and Fortune, 1992;
Lewicki and Konishi, 1995).

The circuitry by which song selectivity is established is not
known. The song nucleus HVc is the first known site containing
song-specific neurons (Margoliash, 1986). As detailed in Figure 1,
there are several nuclei afferent to HVc, but it is believed that the
primary source of auditory input is the forebrain field L areas L1
and L3, which are thought to connect to HVc through HVc
dendrites that extend into the “shelf” region (Katz and Gurney,
1981; Fortune and Margoliash, 1995; Vates et al., 1996). Areas L1
and L3 may also send sparse direct projections (Fortune and
Margoliash, 1995; Vates et al., 1996) into HVc. The response
properties of song-specific neurons in HVc are likely to be the
result of the integration of neurons with simpler tuning properties,
but it has not been established whether the neurons with simpler
tuning properties also arise in HVc or are already present in the
areas of field L.
As a population, field L neurons show no preference for the

autogenous song over other songs (Margoliash, 1986), but are
sensitive to spectral patterns (Leppelsack and Vogt, 1976;
Leppelsack, 1978; Scheich et al., 1979; Langner et al., 1981;
Scheich, 1983), amplitude and frequency modulation (Bonke et
al., 1979; Leppelsack, 1983; Müller and Leppelsack, 1985; Hose
et al., 1987; Knipschild et al., 1992; Heil et al., 1992), and the
spectral and temporal patterns of human speech sounds (Lang-
ner et al., 1981; Uno et al., 1991). These tuning properties can
account for some of the response properties of HVc neurons,
but it is not known whether field L contains neurons that show
the same capacity to integrate long periods of auditory context
that is seen in HVc neurons. The present paper makes a
systematic comparison between the response properties of field
L and HVc neurons that show a significant response to song so
as to determine where the neural response properties under-
lying the context-sensitive properties of song-specific neurons
are first computed.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Surgery. Experiments were performed on 25 adult (older than 120 d) male
zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata) raised in our own colony. A few days
before the experiment, birds were anesthetized with Equithesin [0.03–
0.04 ml intramuscular injection (0.85 gm of chloral hydrate, 0.21 gm of
pentobarbital, 0.42 gm of MgSO4, 2.2 ml of 100% ethanol, 8.6 ml of
propylene glycol, filled to a total volume of 20 ml with water); all
chemicals were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO)], and a small
metal post, used to immobilize the head during later physiological re-
cordings, was cemented to the skull with dental cement. One or two days
later, the birds were anesthetized with urethane (65–90 ml of a 20%
solution, Sigma) for physiological recordings.
Electrodes were lowered through a craniotomy that was made small

(400 mm diameter) so as to minimize brain edema and pulsation. If
neurons were isolated in field L, the next electrode track was made into
HVc and vice versa so as to maximize the number of single neurons from
field L and HVc in each bird. Extracellular recordings were obtained with
parylene-coated tungsten electrodes with impedances (at 1.0 kHz) rang-
ing from 1 to 10 MV (AM Systems, Everett, WA).
The anatomical locations of the recording sites were determined from

reference marks consisting of two or more electrolytic lesions (22 to 23
mA twice for 10 sec each) spaced at least 500 mm apart. At the end of the
experiment, birds were perfused transcardially with 0.9% saline followed
by 4% paraformaldehyde. Thirty micrometer frozen sections were cut on
a microtome, mounted, and stained with cresyl violet for localization of
lesions.
Spike analysis. Extracellular waveforms containing action potentials of

different shapes were sorted using a new real-time software spike dis-
crimination algorithm (Lewicki, 1994) that automatically determines the
spike shapes in the extracellular waveform and accurately classifies over-
lapping action potentials. Otherwise, single units were isolated with
conventional methods using a level or window discriminator. Spike
classes that were not stable throughout the experiment were omitted from
the analyses.
Stimuli. Before each experiment, the autogenous song was recorded,

digitized, and analyzed on a DSP Sona-graph 5500 (Kay Elemetrics,
Pinebrook, NJ) and on a computer using custom software (written by
M.S.L., Dr. Larry Proctor, and Dr. James Mazer). The bird’s own song
was used as a search stimulus in both field L and HVc. Well isolated
single neurons were selected for further analysis only if they demon-
strated a significant response to song. Because the purpose of the present
study was to compare the relative sensitivity to temporal structure be-
tween the field L areas and HVc, the general selectivity of the song
responsive cells was not determined. Previous studies have shown that
most (.90%) song-responsive HVc cells respond more to the bird’s own
song than to other songs of the same species (Margoliash, 1986). The
electrode was advanced at least 150 mm between isolated neurons.

Some of the stimuli used in these experiments were constructed by
manipulating the order of syllables and subsyllables in the autogenous
song. Four stimuli were used in the tests for context sensitivity: forward
song, reversed song (the song played backward), subsyllables in reverse
order, and syllables in reverse order. Syllable boundaries were defined
as points where the song’s amplitude falls to zero. Subsyllable bound-
aries were defined as places where the sonogram of the song indicated
an abrupt change in spectral composition. Typically, this was a change
in the harmonic pattern or a change in the direction of the frequency
modulation. An example of these divisions is shown in Figure 2. An
envelope (3 msec rise–fall) was placed around each syllable and sub-
syllable to remove any transients. All stimuli were presented in free
field conditions in a sound-attenuating chamber (Acoustic Systems,
Austin, TX) with a calibrated speaker (JBL, Northridge, CA). The
frequency response of the speaker, as measured from the bird’s posi-
tion in the stereotaxic apparatus inside the chamber, was flat to within
8 dB between 500 and 8000 Hz. Stimuli were presented with a peak
amplitude between 60 and 70 dB SPL.
An automated procedure was developed to select syllable pairs for

which a neuron would be likely to show order and combination sensitivity.
This procedure is illustrated in Figure 2. Syllable pairs were selected by
comparing the response to each syllable when presented as part of the
forward song to the same syllable as part of a song constructed by playing
the syllables in reverse order. The syllables (or subsyllables) with the
greatest statistically different responses (by a paired t test) and the
syllables (or subsyllables) preceding them were selected to test for tem-
poral combination sensitivity. This yielded two syllables, A and B (and the
intervening silent period), which were presented in the following combi-
nations: A, B, AB, BA, AA, and BB. Syllables at the beginning of the song
were not considered, because significant differences can result simply
from an onset response. Sometimes more than two syllables were neces-
sary to evoke a response, in which case the set of syllables was divided into
two groups and manipulated as above.
The trials for both types of experimental tests were either interleaved

or randomized. No difference was observed between these conditions.
During the collections to measure the response to syllables and syllable
pairs, the response to forward song was also measured. Cells that did
not show a stable response to forward song were omitted from the
analysis. The collection duration was 5 sec for the song stimuli and
between 2 and 3 sec for syllables. For all trials, a delay of at least 2 sec
was inserted between each stimulus with an additional random delay of
up to 500 msec to minimize the effect of any periodicity in the noise or
in successive responses. This yielded an effective interstimulus interval
between 4 and 6.5 sec for song stimuli and between 3 and 3.5 sec for
syllables.
Data analysis. The response of a cell to autogenous song and

the synthetic songs was measured by the average spike rate during the

Figure 1. A simplified diagram of the song
system. Dashed lines indicate indistinct ana-
tomical borders. Areas L1, L2a, L2b, and L3
are collectively called field L. The primary
source of auditory input to HVc (via the shelf)
is areas L1 and L3 (Kelley and Nottebohm,
1979; Fortune and Margoliash, 1995; Vates et
al., 1996). Thalamic auditory areas project pri-
marily throughout L2a and L2b (L2b connec-
tion not shown) (Vates et al., 1996). The other
nuclei afferent to HVc, mMAN (medial mag-
nocellular nucleus of the anterior neostria-
tum), NIf (nucleus interfacialis), and Uva (nu-
cleus uvaeformis), have not been characterized
physiologically, although NIf and Uva are
thought to be involved in song production (Mc-
Casland, 1987; Williams and Vicario, 1993).
The diagram also shows that HVc is part of the
descending motor control pathway; HVc
projects to RA (robust nucleus of the archis-
triatum), which directly innervates the motor
neurons of the vocal musculature in nXIIts
(tracheosyringeal part of the hypoglossal
nucleus).
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stimulus presentation minus the spontaneous rate. The variation of the
response is reported as mean 6 SEM. For shorter stimuli, such as single
syllables, the time course of the response of HVc neurons can be highly
variable from neuron to neuron: some neurons respond during the
stimulus, and others respond well after the stimulus has ended. This
variability makes it difficult to determine exactly when and how much a
cell responded. We determined the regions of significant response auto-
matically by calculating where the spike rate differed significantly from
background by sliding a 50 msec window from the start of the stimulus
(plus latency) to the end of the collection. Because a standard t test can
inaccurately report significant response regions when most or all of the
window counts across trials are zero, we determined statistical signifi-
cance using a Poisson model that takes into account the window size.
Excitatory and inhibitory regions were analyzed separately.
The statistical significance of the sensitivity to syllable order was

determined by comparing the total spike counts in the significant re-
sponse regions of syllable pairs AB and BA using a t test. The significance
of the sensitivity to syllable combinations was determined using a t test to
compare the sum of the spike counts in the regions of syllables A and B
to the spike counts from the regions of AB.

RESULTS
We recorded from 52 well isolated neurons in HVc and 56
neurons in the field L areas that had a significant response to song
(shown in Fig. 3). In the areas of field L, there were 8 well isolated
units in L1, 11 in L2a, 10 in L2b, 16 in L3, and 11 that bordered
two or more field L regions. Neurons that were on the border
between field L and non-field L areas, such as caudal neostriatum
(NC) and ventral hyperstriatum (HV), were omitted from the
analysis. Both phasic and tonic responses were seen in each of the
areas. Cells in HVc sometimes responded with bursts of action
potentials. Bursting was rarely observed in field L.

Comparison of context sensitivity in HVc and field L
The first set of experiments compares auditory context sensitivity
in field L and HVc. A cell is sensitive to the auditory temporal
context if the response at one point depends on previous parts of
the stimulus. For example, if a cell’s response was determined

Figure 2. An illustration of the procedure for selecting syllable pairs for performing the tests for temporal combination sensitivity. The graphs show the
response of an HVc cell in response to the forward song (a) and to the syllables in reverse order (b). The top of each graph shows the spike rasters. The
sonogram and oscillogram of the stimulus are shown below. The solid and dotted vertical lines indicate the syllable and subsyllable boundaries, respectively.
This divides the song into segments that are numbered from left to right, counting both syllables and the silent periods in between the syllables. The
numbers below the oscillogram indicate the segment numbers referred to in the table. The table shows the song segments that had the greatest difference
(in terms of the p value of a paired t test) between the response in the forward song and the response to the song with the syllables in reverse order. Entries
with few spikes were omitted. In this example, there were 58 total spikes during segment 12 during the forward song. The same syllable elicited only 34
spikes in the context of the syllable-reversed song. Thus, segments 10–12 (2 syllables, separated by a silent segment) would be selected for presentation
in isolation to test for temporal combination sensitivity.
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solely by spectral structure, then reversing the song should have
little effect on the response, because playing the song backward
alters the temporal structure but not the spectral structure. The
response of song-specific neurons to autogenous song is often
abolished if the song is played backward (Margoliash, 1983),
indicating that these neurons are sensitive to at least the local
auditory temporal context.
The extent of the temporal context sensitivity was estimated by

reversing the order of segments of different lengths, i.e., by com-
paring the response to forward song with the responses to re-
versed song, subsyllables in reverse order, and syllables in reverse
order. This preserves the local spectral and temporal structure
within each segment, but alters the global auditory context in
which each segment occurs.
The response of a typical HVc neuron is shown in Figure 4a.

This particular neuron shows a strong response to forward song
(22.78 6 4.32 spikes/sec) and is slightly inhibited by the reversed
song (22.01 6 0.09 spikes/sec). The response is also greatly
reduced when the order of the subsyllables or syllables is reversed
(21.30 6 1.61 and 3.98 6 2.44 spikes/sec, respectively). The
differences between the response to forward song and to the
synthetic songs are all statistically significant ( p , 0.001, paired t
test). Because the acoustic structure of each syllable or subsyllable
is identical to that in the forward song, this HVc neuron is
dependent on the auditory context which, in this case, extends
beyond a single syllable. Performing this analysis on the popula-
tion of HVc cells showed that about half of the neurons re-
sponded significantly ( p, 0.01) more to the forward song than to
the reverse song (28/52) or to the subsyllables in reverse order

(26/52). About one-quarter of HVc neurons responded more
strongly to the forward song than to the syllables in reverse order
(12/52). About one-third of the HVc cells (18/52) showed no
statistical differences between the response to the forward song
and the response to the three temporally altered songs. None of
the cells in HVc responded more to any of the three temporally
altered songs than to the forward song. These data are summa-
rized in Figure 5.
Neurons in field L showed much less sensitivity to manipu-

lations of the auditory temporal context than neurons in HVc.
Neurons in all areas of field L responded strongly throughout
the forward song, the reversed song, and to the syllables and
subsyllables in reverse order. The response of a typical field L
neuron (in area L3) is shown in Figure 4b. The differences
between the response to forward and the temporally altered
songs is much less than in HVc (forward song, 19.07 6 0.74
spikes/sec; reversed song, 16.17 6 1.18 spikes/sec; subsyllables
in reverse order, 15.29 6 0.76 spikes/sec; syllables in reverse
order, 14.10 6 0.55 spikes/sec). A majority of field L cells
(41/56) show no significant difference ( p . 0.01) between the
response to the forward song and the response to any of the
three temporally altered songs. These data are summarized in
the bar plots in Figure 5.
Of the field L subdivisions, only L3 contained neurons that

showed a significant difference in response between the forward
song and the syllable-reversed song (6/16). Both L1 and L3 had
neurons that showed a significant difference between the forward
song and subsyllable-reversed song (1/8 and 4/16, respectively).
All subdivisions of field L had neurons that showed a significant

Figure 3. The anatomical sites of the
neurons analyzed in this study (note
that because spikes were sorted using a
software discrimination algorithm,
some sites may contain more than one
isolated neuron). The upper diagram
shows the sites in HVc, and the lower
diagram shows the sites in field L. The
average medial–lateral position was 2.3
mm (range 1.8–2.65) for HVc and 1.5
mm (range 1.1–1.9) for field L. Area
L2a of the field L complex as well as
HVc can be clearly identified in cresyl
violet-stained sections. The dashed lines
indicate the approximate anatomical ar-
eas as described by Fortune and Mar-
goliash (1992).
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difference between the forward and reversed song (L2a, 3/11; L2b,
2/10; L1, 1/8; L3, 5/16).
Although both field L and HVc contained cells that were

significantly dependent on the temporal order, the difference in
response rates between the forward song and the altered songs
for these cells was much greater in HVc. This difference in the
response properties of the two populations can be summarized
by plotting the response of the forward song against the re-
sponse of altered songs. Figure 6 shows that responses of the
population of field L neurons was largely the same for all four
types of stimuli, but the response of many neurons in HVc
compared to forward song is greatly reduced or inhibited when
the temporal structure of the forward song is altered. Each
graph plots the response to forward song against the response
to the three temporally altered songs. In HVc, many of the
neurons responded much more to the forward song than to the
temporally altered songs. This is indicated on the graph in
Figure 6a by the large number of points above the line y 5 x
(solid line). The further a point is above the line, the greater
difference in response. If a neuron shows no sensitivity to
auditory context, the responses to forward and the temporally
altered stimuli would be the same, and the points would fall
near the line y 5 x (solid line). This is indeed the case for the
field L data shown in Figure 6b.
HVc neurons clearly show greater sensitivity to the auditory

temporal context than field L neurons. The difference between
the HVc and field L responses is statistically significant for

forward versus reversed song ( p , 0.001, unpaired t test),
forward versus subsyllables in reverse order ( p , 0.001), and
forward versus syllables in reverse order ( p , 0.05). A one-way
ANOVA indicated no statistical differences ( p . 0.2, F test)
among any of the field L areas between the forward song and
the temporally altered stimuli. Because there are relatively few
neurons in each of the field L subdivisions, these tests do not
rule out the possibility that more subtle differences among
these areas do exist.
Another way to see the difference between HVc and field L

response properties is to look at the time course of the responses.
Figure 7 shows the average response to the forward song and the
three altered songs for HVc and field L neurons. The plots were
generated by computing for each cell the response in 50 msec time
windows over the duration of the collection. The average response
was computed by normalizing the time axis so that the song was
from 0.0 and 1.0 and then averaging the response rates across
cells. The average response plots show that both HVc and field L
neurons have an onset response. For HVc cells, the average
response to forward song builds up during the course of the song,
whereas the response attenuates during the course of reverse song
and the subsyllables and syllables in reverse order. For field L
neurons, the average response to the forward song and the three
altered songs is roughly the same. Neurons typically have a strong
onset response and accommodate at the same rate over the course
of all four types of stimuli.

Figure 4. The response of representative cells from HVc (a) and field L (b) to autogenous song and three manipulations of the song’s temporal structure.
The graphs show the spike rasters and peristimulus time histograms of the response recorded from two well isolated units. The oscillograms of the stimuli
are shown below each histogram.
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Comparison of order and combination sensitivity in
HVc and field L
The second part of this study addresses the question of whether
the auditory context sensitivity observed in song-specific neurons
can be accounted for by the response measured for syllables
presented in isolation. A cell is said to be combination-sensitive if
the response to a syllable pair AB is greater than the sum of the
responses to syllables A and B presented in isolation (Margoliash,
1983). Comparing responses to AB and to BA determines
whether a cell is sensitive to the order of the syllables. Previous
studies have shown that HVc neurons are sensitive to the order
and combination of syllables from the autogenous song, a prop-
erty called temporal combination sensitivity (TCS) (Margoliash,
1983; Margoliash and Fortune, 1992), but it is not known if such
neurons are present in field L.
Figure 8a shows an example of a TCS neuron in HVc. The

syllables A and B were selected using the automated procedure
described in Materials and Methods. Because the response to AB
is significantly greater than the response to BA ( p, 0.001, paired
t test), this cell shows order sensitivity. The cell also shows com-
bination sensitivity, because the response to AB is significantly
greater than the sum of the responses to A and B presented in
isolation ( p , 0.001). It is possible that the response to the pair
AB could be explained by a nonspecific facilitation. For example,
syllable A may facilitate the response to any subsequent stimulus.
Conversely, it is also possible that any auditory stimulus facilitates
the response to B. To test for these possibilities, the present study
also measured the responses to repetitions of each syllable, AA
and BB. This cell shows no response to either, which provides

further evidence that the cell is indeed selective for the syllable
combination AB.
In field L, temporal combination sensitivity was also observed

despite the lack of strong sensitivity to syllable order of the whole
autogenous song as reported in the previous section. Figure 8b
shows an example of a TCS neuron in field L. This cell shows
order sensitivity, because the response to the syllable pair AB was
significantly greater (18.03 6 2.52 spikes/sec, p , 0.001) than the
response to BA (6.23 6 2.21 spikes/sec). This cell was also
combination-sensitive, because the response to AB was signifi-
cantly greater than the response to the sum of the responses to A
and B in isolation ( p , 0.001). The response to AB cannot be
accounted for by facilitation by syllable A because the syllable pair
AA produces no response. This cell, however, did show significant
facilitation by syllable B ( p 5 0.018), because the response to BB
was greater than twice the response to syllable B when presented
alone. The other two examples of temporal combination sensitiv-
ity seen in field L (data not shown) showed strong responses to
individual syllables and syllable pairs (but still satisfied the criteria
listed above). None of the temporal combination sensitive units in
HVc responded to individual syllables in isolation.
Tests for order and combination sensitivity were performed on

31 and 42 well isolated neurons in HVc and field L, respectively.
All of these cells showed a significant response to autogenous
song as determined from the tests for temporal context sensitivity
described in the previous section. Cells that did not show a
significant response to the selected syllable pair AB when pre-
sented in isolation were not analyzed. There were 26 neurons in
HVc and 27 in field L that showed a significant response to a

Figure 5. The bar graphs show the number of times the response to forward song differed significantly from the response to reversed song (r), to
subsyllables in reverse order (rss), or to syllables in reverse order (rs).
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syllable pair AB in isolation. Most of the syllable pairs selected for
HVc neurons produced a significant response (26/31) compared
to 27/42 in field L. This difference arises because several field L
neurons had a relatively weak, but statistically significant, re-
sponse to autogenous song. Subsequently, these neurons did not
produce a significant response to isolated syllables. Most of the
HVc neurons responded more strongly to autogenous song and
also to the syllables presented in isolation. The results of the
syllable tests on the population of HVc and field L neurons are
summarized in Figure 9. A greater percentage of HVc units
showed some sensitivity, but in both areas there were instances of
order and combination sensitivity.
The data were also analyzed for significant responses to the

syllable pairs in reverse order. Twenty cells in HVc and 29 cells in
field L showed a significant response to the syllable pair BA in
isolation. Of these, one HVc cell showed significant reverse order
sensitivity (BA . AB) compared to 4 in field L. In HVc, 2 cells
showed significant reverse combination sensitivity (BA . B 1 A)
compared to 3 cells in field L. No cells in HVc showed both of
these properties, whereas 1 cell did in field L. The number of HVc
cells showing significant order or combination sensitivity for the
reverse order, BA, was lower than for the normal order, AB (20 vs
26). In field L, there were roughly equal numbers for both the
reverse and normal order (29 vs 27).
Not all of the cells that showed auditory context sensitivity

also showed order or combination sensitivity. In HVc, tests for
order and combination sensitivity were performed on 13 cells
that showed a significant difference between the response to
the forward song and the response to the syllable- or
subsyllable-reversed songs. Of these, only 7 cells were sensitive
to the temporal order and/or combination of the syllables,

despite large differences in response between the forward and
syllable-reversed songs. In field L, order and combination tests
were performed on 4 cells that showed significant sensitivity to
the syllable or subsyllable order. Three of these showed either
order or combination sensitivity, and the other showed signif-
icant facilitation.

DISCUSSION
The neural circuitry that gives rise to the complex auditory re-
sponse properties of song-specific neurons is not known. These
results show that there is a substantial increase in the auditory
temporal context sensitivity associated with the progression from
the areas of field L to HVc. Neurons in field L typically respond
equally well to autogenous song and to the temporally manipu-
lated versions of the song. In contrast, neurons in HVc are highly
dependent on the song’s temporal structure. They respond
strongly to the forward song but weakly to the reversed song and
to the song with the syllables or subsyllables in reverse order.
These results extend previous findings that neuronal preference
for autogenous song is observed in HVc but not in field L
(Margoliash, 1986) by demonstrating that song-responsive neu-
rons in HVc are much more sensitive to temporal structure than
song-responsive neurons in field L.
The response of song-specific units in HVc depends on auditory

temporal context that extends beyond a single syllable. FM sen-
sitivity alone is insufficient to account for the context-sensitive
properties of these neurons. Previous studies comparing the con-
text sensitivity of HVc and field L neurons used only forward and
reverse song (Margoliash, 1986; Margoliash et al., 1994). Revers-
ing the order of the syllables or subsyllables does not change the

Figure 6. The graphs show summary data for HVc (a) and field L (b). Response is defined as the average spikes/sec during stimulus minus the
spontaneous rate. The response to the forward song is plotted against the response to the altered song. The solid diagonal line is y 5 x. a, Many neurons
in HVc show a large dependence on the song’s temporal structure. b, In field L, however, the response to the altered song is typically similar in magnitude
to the response to forward song.
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direction of the frequency sweeps in the song. Thus, any change in
response between the forward and syllable- or subsyllable-
reversed song cannot be attributed to FM sensitivity and must
arise from the integration of the auditory context of the previous
syllables.
Earlier studies suggested that the responses of field L neurons

could be accounted for by the sensitivity to short-term spectro-
temporal structure, such as amplitude and frequency modulation
(Schafer et al., 1992). The presence of TCS neurons in field L
provides new evidence that field L neurons can also encode
information about syllable combination and order. This observa-
tion agrees with previous findings that field L neurons in Mynah
birds can be sensitive to the learned temporal structure of human
vowel sounds (Uno et al., 1991). Sensitivity to syllable order and
combination requires integration of auditory context over longer
periods of time, as much as a hundred milliseconds. Thus, it is not
clear how these responses could be accounted for by FM or AM
sensitivity, which covers only a few milliseconds.
One explanation for the temporal context sensitivity of HVc

song-specific units is in terms of the neural sensitivity to sylla-
ble order and combinations. In this model, sensitivity to the
order of the syllables in the autogenous song results either from
sensitivity to the order of particular syllable combinations or
from integrating the output of such neurons. Several HVc
neurons, however, showed strong sensitivity to the order of the

syllables in the whole song, but were not sensitive to either the
order or the combination of syllable pairs when presented in
isolation. These data show that HVc neurons integrate auditory
context over periods greater than the duration of syllable pairs,
which supports the conclusions reached by earlier studies
(Margoliash and Fortune, 1992; Margoliash and Bankes, 1993;
Lewicki and Konishi, 1995).
These findings suggest that there is a hierarchical arrange-

ment of the temporal tuning properties in the song system
auditory pathway. At the simplest level, field L neurons can be
sensitive to amplitude and frequency modulation, which re-
quires integrating just a few milliseconds of auditory temporal
context. This work showed that field L neurons can also show
nonlinear tuning properties such as sensitivity to combinations
of syllables. This requires integration on the order of tens of
milliseconds and also a nonlinear mechanism for combination
sensitivity. The increase in auditory temporal context sensitivity
from field L to HVc, however, represents a significant compu-
tation, because it is the first known location in the songbird
auditory pathway where neurons are sensitive to much longer
periods of temporal context, often as much as several hundred
milliseconds. The hierarchical organization continues beyond
HVc to the auditory nuclei in the anterior forebrain, where
neurons become increasingly selective for autogenous song
(Doupe and Konishi, 1991).

Figure 7. The graphs show the average response for HVc and field L areas, with the time axis normalized so that the song was from 0.0 to 1.0 (see text).
a, The average response of HVc cells builds up during the course of the forward song, but only has an onset response to the other stimuli. b, The average
responses in field L were the same for all manipulations of the song with a strong onset response in all cases.
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Figure 8. To the left of each set of histograms are the sonogram and oscillogram of the stimuli, which are syllables selected from the autogenous song.
a, A temporal combination-sensitive (TCS) neuron from HVc. b, A field L TCS neuron.
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A hierarchical arrangement of response properties would be
expected, because L2a and L2b, which are the main recipients of
thalamic auditory projections, project to L1 and L3, which in turn
project to the shelf (Kelley and Nottebohm, 1979; Vates et al.,
1996). The shelf may represent an additional stage of processing
between field L and HVc, but the nature of the connection
between the shelf and HVc remains unclear. It is not known
whether projections from L1 and L3 synapse onto shelf neurons
that then innervate HVc neurons, or if L1 and L3 projections
synapse directly onto HVc dendrites that extend into the shelf.
The shelf was thought previously to be limited to a thin (80 mm)
band immediately ventral to HVc and was not targeted in the
present study. Recent evidence, however, suggests that L1 and L3
innervates an area as much as 400 mm ventral to HVc (Vates et
al., 1996). This study recorded from this region on nearly every
pass through HVc but, in contrast to HVc and field L, it was not
obviously auditory. Many well isolated neurons appeared to have
no auditory response, and only 3 neurons were found to have
significant response to forward song. Of these, 2 did respond
significantly less to reversed song, but were insensitive to manip-
ulation of the syllable order. The lack of strong auditory responses
in this area suggests that it is not a separate processing stage, but
the reason for the unusual innervation pattern from L1 and L3
remains unclear. A demonstration of synaptic responses in HVc
neurons by selective stimulation of L1 or L3 efferent fibers would
provide a definitive answer to this important issue, but such an
experiment remains difficult because other fiber tracts, e.g. from
NIf, also pass through this area.
The present data show highly significant differences between

field L and HVc, but they are insufficient to allow meaningful
comparisons between the different subareas of field L. These need
to be studied in greater detail, but we can summarize the trends
observed in the present study. All field L areas and HVc contained
some neurons that were sensitive to the local temporal structure,

as evidenced from the differences in response between the for-
ward and reversed song. Only L1, L3, and HVc contained neurons
that showed significant sensitivity to the order of the syllables or
subsyllables in the autogenous song. Dramatic dependencies on
the auditory temporal structure of autogenous song, in some cases
having little or no response to the song with syllables in reverse
order, were only observed in HVc.
New anatomical results suggest that there could be additional

auditory pathways between field L and HVc, parallel to those
studied here. A recent report showed that NIf, which sends
projections throughout HVc, receives auditory inputs via the
caudolateral hyperstriatum ventrale (clHV), which has reciprocal
connections with all of the field L areas and also sends projections
to the shelf (Vates et al., 1996). Area clHV also receives indirect
projections from field L via caudomedial hyperstriatum ventrale
(cmHV) and caudomedial neostriatum (Ncm). Other recent stud-
ies have reported that neurons in Ncm selectively habituate to
complex auditory stimuli (Chew et al., 1995, 1996). In light of
these new data, the auditory response properties of these areas
clearly need to be investigated to determine whether they are
indeed parallel auditory pathways connecting field L and HVc.
Although not targeted in this study, many song-responsive neu-
rons were recorded in clHV en route to field L, but only 1 cell
showed significant context sensitivity.
The hierarchical organization suggested by the studies pre-

sented here agrees with behavioral data from HVc lesion
studies. In male songbirds, it is difficult to separate any per-
ceptual roles HVc might have from its crucial role in song
production. Female songbirds, however, need to discriminate
their own species’ song from those of other species. Brenowitz
(1991) found that bilateral lesions of HVc in females resulted
in copulation solicitations to both conspecific and heterospe-
cific songs. Because these songs differed primarily in their

Figure 9. The tests for order and combination sensitivity were performed on cells that showed a significant response to forward song. For each set of
tests, a pair of syllables (AB) was selected that was likely to show order sensitivity (see Materials and Methods). The bars indicate the percentage of cells
that satisfied the listed conditions given a significant response to the syllable pair AB. Order, The response to AB is significantly greater than the response
to BA; Comb, the response to the syllable combination AB is significantly greater than the response to A or B when presented in isolation; TCS, the cell
showed both order and combination sensitivity. The incidence of TCS is low but not inconsistent with previous studies.
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temporal structure, it suggests that HVc is necessary to make
these more complex discriminations.
The mechanisms that give rise to the dramatic increase in

sensitivity in HVc are still unknown. Some initial studies have
been made (Lewicki and Konishi, 1995; Lewicki, 1996) that
suggest that these mechanisms include long-lasting intrinsic
and synaptic currents, but it is not known which properties, if
any, are unique to HVc. One common property of HVc neu-
rons that was not observed in field L was high-frequency bursts
of action potentials. Intracellular studies have suggested that
burst firing could play a role in temporal order sensitivity
(Lewicki and Konishi, 1995) and could contribute to the more
complex response properties of these neurons. It is also possi-
ble that the sensitivity of song-specific cells to long periods of
auditory context could be subserved by the extensive intrinsic
projections within HVc (Katz and Gurney, 1981; Fortune and
Margoliash, 1995). These allow for the possibility of complex
feedback circuitry that could combine the current auditory
inputs with the results of processing on previous input. This
may provide an additional mechanism with which song-specific
neurons could dynamically integrate auditory information over
the entire duration of the song.
Sensitivity to auditory temporal structure has been observed in

other systems, such as the cat (Weinberger and McKenna, 1988;
McKenna et al., 1989) and monkey (Wollberg and Newman, 1972;
Newman and Wollberg, 1973; Glass and Wollberg, 1983), but
none has been observed that depends on as much auditory context
as song-specific neurons. One advantage of the song system is the
use of a behaviorally significant stimulus to evoke neural re-
sponses. Recently, a similar ethological approach has been ap-
plied successfully by Rauschecker et al. (1995) to investigate
complex auditory neurons in the rhesus monkey. But with the
obvious exception of human speech, few animals process auditory
signals that are as complex as birdsong, which makes the song
system well suited for investigating the neural representation of
temporally complex sounds.
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